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Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign

Blender
SketchUp
Final Cut Pro
Figma

Basic Korean

ALYSON.KIM99@GMAIL.COM

WWW.ALYSONKIM.COM

INSTAGRAM @WETDIRTKIP | @REDBUNPASTE

WWW.ALYSONKIM.COM

CONCEPT | ILLUSTRATION

SKILLS 

ArtCenter College of Design | Pasadena, CAEDUCATION

BFA in Illustration, Entertainment Arts

Graduation with Honors
Provost’s List

Environment Designer, BG Painter | Freelance
Apollo Studios / Sound of Creativity / July 2023 - Present

Created background layouts, paintings, and props to project specifications.
Iterated designs based on feedback from director and concept artist.
Collaborated with animator to ensure smooth integration of background designs
into the animation pipeline.

2D Environment & Concept Artist | Freelance
Magna Ludum Creatives / September 2022 - October 2022

Collaborated closely with project manager to quickly sketch out iterations and
concepts for in-game assets and environment scenes.
Translated sketches into production-ready concept art, ensuring seamless
integration from 2D to 3D assets.
Incorporated feedback to deliver artwork that aligned with the client's vision and
objectives.

Illustrator & Designer
Self Help Graphics / January 2020 - April 2020

Collaborated with a team to ensure maps met accessibility standards and catered
to the specific needs of the teen target audience.
Conducted research and gathered data to inform map content and design choices.
Worked closely with project managers and clients to meet project deadlines and
produce high-quality iconographic and infographic deliverables.

Teacher’s Assistant
ArtCenter College of Design / January 2021 - April 2022

ILL-241 Sketching for Entertainment
ECPT-315 Character Design

Supported instructors to coordinate class activities and facilitate smooth class
operations. 
Assisted with student assessments, including record keeping and documenting
progress.
Offered constructive feedback and critiques for students to foster their artistic
growth during each class session. 

 Art Instructor | Remote
August 2022 - Present

Developed tailored lesson plans to meet unique needs and interests, focusing on
foundational art techniques, creative exploration, and growth.
Demonstrated techniques, provided constructive feedback, and offered guidance
to help students develop their skills.
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